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Christians trying to "save the planet" have to relate "creation" with "salvation."
This volume explores the ways in which this task is approached by a wide range
of recent theological movements.
Be Prepared to Think Theologically through Today's Most Pressing Ethical and
Moral Issues In Theological Ethics theologian, pastor, and ethicist W. Ross
Hastings gives pastors, ministry leaders, and students a guide designed to equip
them to think deeply and theologically about the moral formation of persons in
our communities, about ethical inquiry and action, and about the tone and
content of our engagement in the public square. The book presents a biblical
perspective and a gospel-centered framework for thinking about complex
contemporary issues in ways are life-giving and that will lead readers into greater
flourishing as human persons in community. This book is distinctive in
presenting: A framework for theological ethics that is robustly theological and
Trinitarian. Ethics isolated from the gospel and theology becomes bad news, but
when it is informed by and empowered by participation in the triune God of grace,
it is part of the good news of the gospel. An approach to theology and theological
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ethics that makes the Word of God the ultimate authority and it is therefore
grounded in the biblical narrative and texts. An understanding that theological
ethics are inherently missional. The church as the image of the triune God makes
it the home of ethics, but in light of its missional identity, it will reverberate
outwards to engage the world in ways that are humble and not power-mongering,
that are gospel-based and shalom-evoking. Theological Ethics is for those who
lead churches or ministries (or someday will) and who urgently need deep
theological grounding as they daily encounter ethical and moral issues where
they need to provide a gracious, truthful, and gospel-directed response. X
Take a Unique Adventure as You Explore Questions about God, Suffering, Evil,
Pain, and Final Destiny Be engaged, enlightened, and surprised by this unique
book on suffering that gives control to the reader. Similar to novels that allow
readers to choose their own "paths," Why Is There Suffering? by Bethany
Sollereder invites readers to make choices that lead them on an exploration of
theological possibilities about topics like: God's existence God's nature The
nature of suffering Evil Pain The final destiny of humans and animals Readers
will face multiple possibilities regarding suffering and its theological explanations
and have to make choices about which one they find most plausible. Each
decision will lead to further complexities and new choices, helping readers see
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how theological choices lead to certain conclusions. This book does not offer final
answers. Instead, it introduces the "theological" possibilities, both Christian and
non-Christian, that readers can explore and wrestle with so they can make
informed decisions about their beliefs. Taking an intentionally light-hearted
approach to a heavy topic this accessible and winsome book presents an
unusually helpful introduction to the problem of suffering and the most commonly
offered responses to it. Suggestions for further reading are provided with each
choice.
The current religion and science dialogue begs for greater clarity on the relation
of God to nature. In God and Nature two scholars who embrace contemporary
insights from science and religion explore the complexities of this debate. As the
narrative unfolds, classical and contemporary thinkers are engaged as discussion
partners in articulating a philosophical theology of nature. Conceptual pairs, in
which two concepts play off of each other, provide the structure for each of the
seven chapters, with usually the first concept being more scientific in character
and the second more religious in tone. These pairs of concepts-from chronology
and creation to creativity and creator-help to thematize and structure the
progressing narrative. Within each chapter the two concepts are first investigated
independently, then interdependently, and finally in relation to the divine. At the
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story's completion nature has emerged as alive with possibility that is as alluring
as the actuality it evokes. Envisioned is a divine Creator who works in and
through the possibility of creation to lure it into fuller manifestations via creative
transformation.
The purpose and aim of this book is to develop an appropriate leadership model
for missional churches. This implies a positioning of this book within the broader
theology of mission and a consensus on the theology of the Missio Dei,
originating at the 1952 conference of the International Missionary Council in
Willingen, Germany. In this approach to the theology of mission, mission is
understood as the work of the Trinitarian God, and the church is privileged to
participate in God’s mission. It is against this background that the growing
consensus on missional ecclesiology challenges leadership models developed
for a different time and a different kind of church (with less or no emphasis on the
missional character of the church). The aim is to reflect theologically on the role
of leadership in the missional church. What kind of ideas about power, authority
and leadership are appropriate for a missional church? New missional challenges
demand new ideas about missional leadership. Church organisation and
leadership reflects a theological position – there is a strong relation between
ecclesiology and church organisation. The nature of the church provides the
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framework to understand the character of the church. What the church is
determines what the church does. The church organises what it does and agrees
on rules that regulate ministries and organisation. Issues such as the way the
church organises and governs what it does, and thus church leadership, need to
be answered against this background and understanding. Church polity and
organisation, as well as leadership, must reflect the identity, calling, life and order
of the church. This book, therefore, addresses life in the Trinity, participation in
the Missio Dei and contours of the missional church as the point of entry to
develop leadership insights. It contributes towards the development of an
appropriate model of leadership for missional churches, because although recent
developments in the theology of mission comprehensively addressed the area of
missional ecclesiology, there is a gap in the development of a leadership model
based on the concept of authority in the missional church.
If, as some scholars attest, Christianity has been complicit in the destruction of
the environment, then Christianity can and must also have a role in changing
human behavior in a way that helps to solve this massive problem. In Creation is
Groaning, a set of highly regarded theologians and Scripture scholars offer a
theology and spirituality of creation based on principles of eco-justice and
environmental responsibility. Contributors to this volume are Denis Edwards,
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Antoinette Collins, Dermot Nestor, Laurie Woods, Mary Coloe, and Anthony
Kelly. Key elements of their project include: tracing the development of Israel's
view of creation through different historical situations and key writings, with a
particular focus on what ethical responsibilities toward creation emerge from its
theology examining Israel's theology of Sabbath" and its developing
understanding of the end time, thus encompassing creation in its origins and its
final destiny considering the cosmic impact of the Jesus event as Paul and John
understood it Together, the authors establish a firm foundation for a new ethic
that promotes the flourishing of all planetary life and a just global community.
What is the Christian response to developments in the hard sciences? What do
discoveries at the macro and micro levels have to say about Christian theology,
about a theology of God, Christology, pneumatology, and creation? How do the
developments in systematic theology that do take the advances in cosmology
and the New Sciences seriously come to bear on our worship life?These are the
questions that are addressed in this text. It is an initial effort to bring cosmology
and the New Sciences into dialogue with developments in systematic and
sacramental theology. This book also suggests some ways in which these
developments might appear in our worship. Overall, the author is concerned to
reduce the cognitive dissonance between our scientifically informed everyday
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lives and our life of faith.
This book is an animist Christian liberation theology and a call to insurrection
against the fossil fuel empires that have created the climate catastrophe. As
such, it retrieves the animist Jesus to inspire resistance to anti-ecological,
contemporary settler colonization of the Earth. --John Grim, Yale School of
Forestry and Environmental Studies, and Yale Divinity School
With about one billion members, the Catholic Church is one of the world’s largest
religious bodies, and its history is crucially linked to global events. In the Historical
Dictionary of Catholicism, author William J. Collinge provides the reader with a
comprehensive introduction to the theology, doctrines, and worship of the religion. He
covers the entire Catholic tradition from the time of Jesus to the present, including the
periods before the present division of Christianity into Roman Catholic, Eastern
Orthodox, and Protestant. Collinge has also included entries on heretical, schismatic,
and dissident movements within Catholicism, and he covers the relation of Catholicism
to other Christian traditions, to the major non-Christian religions, and to Western
cultural and philosophical traditions. The second edition of the Historical Dictionary of
Catholicism has been updated to reflect recent developments in the Catholic Church,
most notably the death of Pope John Paul II and his succession by Pope Benedict XVI.
An updated introduction precedes the main body of the dictionary, which contains more
than 500 alphabetical, cross-referenced entries covering persons, organizations,
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places, events, titles, and concepts. The entries are followed by several appendixes on
popes, ecumenical councils, the documents of Vatican Council II, major papal
encyclicals, and Catholic prayers, and a comprehensive bibliography provides the
researcher with further readings. The second edition of the Historical Dictionary of
Catholicism is an ideal access point for students, researchers, or anyone interested in
the history of the Catholic Church.
The most comprehensive scholarly survey of Karl Barth’s theology ever published Karl
Barth, arguably the most influential theologian of the 20th century, is widely considered
one of the greatest thinkers within the history of the Christian tradition. Readers of Karl
Barth often find his work both familiar and strange: the questions he considers are the
same as those Christian theologians have debated for centuries, but he often
addresses these questions in new and surprising ways. The Wiley Blackwell
Companion to Karl Barth helps readers understand Barth’s theology and his place in
the Christian tradition through a new lens. Covering nearly every topic related to
Barth’s life and thought, this work spans two volumes, comprising 66 in-depth chapters
written by leading experts in the field. Volume One explores Barth’s dogmatic theology
in relation to traditional Christian theology, provides historical timelines of Barth’s life
and works, and discusses his significance and influence. Volume Two examines
Barth’s relationship to various figures, movements, traditions, religions, and events,
while placing his thought in its theological, ecumenical, and historical context. This
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groundbreaking work: Places Barth into context with major figures in the history of
Christian thought, presenting a critical dialogue between them Features contributions
from a diverse team of scholars, each of whom are experts in the subject Provides new
readers of Barth with an introduction to the most important questions, themes, and
ideas in Barth’s work Offers experienced readers fresh insights and interpretations that
enrich their scholarship Edited by established scholars with expertise on Barth’s life,
his theology, and his significance in Christian tradition An important contribution to the
field of Barth scholarship, the Wiley Blackwell Companion to Karl Barth is an
indispensable resource for scholars and students interested in the work of Karl Barth,
modern theology, or systematic theology.
A longstanding question at the intersection of science, philosophy, and theology is how
God might act, or not, when governing the universe. Many believe that determinism
would prevent God from acting at all, since to do so would require violating the laws of
nature. However, when a robust view of these laws is coupled with the kind of
determinism now used in dynamics, a new model of divine action emerges. This book
presents a new approach to divine action beyond the current focus on quantum
mechanics and esoteric gaps in the causal order. It bases this approach on two general
points. First, that there are laws of nature is not merely a metaphor. Second, laws and
physical determinism are now understood in mathematically precise ways that have
important implications for metaphysics. The explication of these two claims shows not
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only that nonviolationist divine action is possible, but there is considerably more
freedom available for God to act than current models allow. By bringing a philosophical
perspective to an issue often dominated by theologians and scientists, this text
redresses an imbalance in the discussion around divine action. It will, therefore, be of
keen interest to scholars of Philosophy and Religion, the Philosophy of Science, and
Theology.
Human Interaction with the Divine, the Sacred, and the Deceased brings together
cutting-edge empirical and theoretical contributions from scholars in fields including
psychology, theology, ethics, neuroscience, medicine, and philosophy, to examine how
and why humans engage in, or even seek spiritual experiences and connection with the
immaterial world. In this richly interdisciplinary volume, Plante and Schwartz recognize
human interaction with the divine and departed as a cross-cultural and historical
universal that continues to concern diverse disciplines. Accounting for variances in
belief and human perception and use, the book is divided into four major sections:
personal experience; theological consideration; medical, technological, and scientific
considerations; and psychological considerations with chapters addressing phenomena
including prayer, reincarnation, sensed presence, and divine revelations. Featuring
scholars specializing in theology, psychology, medicine, neuroscience, and ethics, this
book provides a thoughtful, compelling, evidence-based, and contemporary approach
to gain a grounded perspective on current understandings of human interaction with the
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divine, the sacred, and the deceased. Of interest to believers, questioners, and
unbelievers alike, this volume will be key reading for researchers, scholars, and
academics engaged in the fields of religion and psychology, social psychology,
behavioral neuroscience, and health psychology. Readers with a broader interest in
spiritualism, religious and non-religious movements will also find the text of interest.
From providence and miracles to resurrection and intercessory prayer, Edwards shows
how a basically noninterventionist model of divine action does justice to the universe as
we know and also to central convictions of Christian faith about the goodness of God,
the promises of God, and the fulfillment of creation. Here is wonderfully lucid theology
supporting an excitement of how God is at work in the universe.
The natural world around us is in crisis. We know it has a dynamic, evolutionary
character. How might we understand this world in relationship to God? Partaking of
God builds on the foundations of the dynamic trinitarian theology of Athanasius. It
develops into a theology of the Word as the divine Attractor and the Spirit as the Energy
of Love in evolutionary emergence. Then it explores God’s suffering with creatures, the
humility of God in creation, church teaching on the human soul in relation to
neuroscience, and grace and original sin in relationship to evolution. It culminates in a
Christian theology of ecological conversion.
Classical Christianity is rooted in a historical event: the Resurrection of Jesus of
Nazareth. This is the central tenet of the Christian Faith. However there are a good
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number of tenets of Christianity that aren't historical at all. Rather, they are ontological.
In other words, they are grounded in the nature of reality itself. In this work Rocco Boni
shows how the dozen or so ontologically-based tenets of Christianity derive from the
very foundations of reality; being grounded in the theistically-friendly ontology of
quantum phenomenon. These tenets seem to have been built into the cosmos at the
ground floor, their realization deriving from the indeterministic, immaterial, abstract
nature of quantum process. This is not simply a book, it's a discovery. One that shows
that the true ontic status of reality is not simply theistic, but Christian. The structure of
this theistic ontology is elegant and economic, both hallmarks of scientific truth. If there
were such a thing as a Theistic Unification Theory, this would be it.
As technology continues to rapidly advance, individuals and society are profoundly
changed. So too are the tools used to measure this universe and, therefore, our
understanding of reality improves. Boundaries of Self and Reality Online examines the
idea that technological advances associated with the Internet are moving us in multiple
domains toward various "edges." These edges range from self, to society, to
relationships, and even to the very nature of reality. Boundaries are dissolving and we
are redefining the elements of identity. The book begins with explorations of the digitally
constructed self and the relationship between the individual and technological reality.
Then, the focus shifts to society at large and includes a contribution from Chinese
researchers about the isolated Chinese Internet. The later chapters of the book explore
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digital reality at large, including discussions on virtual reality, Web consciousness, and
digital physics. Cyberpsychology architecture Video games as a tool for selfunderstanding Avatars and the meaning behind them Game transfer phenomena A
Jungian perspective on technology Politics of social media The history and science of
video game play Transcendent virtual reality experiences The theophoric quality of
video games
Including classical, modern, and postmodern approaches to theological anthropology,
this volume covers the entire spectrum of thought on the doctrines of creation, the
human person as imago Dei, sin, and grace. The editors have gathered an
exceptionally diverse range of voices, ensuring ecumenical balance (Protestant, Roman
Catholic and Orthodox) and the inclusion of previously neglected perspectives (women,
African American, Asian, Latinx, and LGBTQ). The contributors revisit authors from the
“Great Tradition” (early church, medieval, and modern), and discuss them alongside
critical and liberationist approaches (ranging from feminist, decolonial, and
intersectional theory to critical race theory and queer performance theory). This is a
much-needed overview of a rapidly evolving field.
This handbook provides an interdisciplinary and diverse reference work to the Holy
Spirit. Daniel Castelo and Kenneth M. Loyer gathered together a wide range of voices
that are religiously, geographically, and ethnically diverse, bringing theology into
conversation with biblical studies, ethics and morality, and global Christian studies. The
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T&T Clark Handbook of Pneumatology examines the Holy Spirit in a variety of sources,
such as the Synoptic Gospels, the Catholic Epistles, the Old Testament, and the
Hebrew Scriptures. It also includes chapters on key concepts in the field, such as
mediation and sacramentality, ecology, and creation. This broad scope enables readers
to appreciate how nuanced the field of Pneumatology is, and how it can be relevant for
other Christian discourses.
How does the Christian proclamation of salvation in Jesus Christ relate to the lives of
the people who suffer most? Does salvation consist entirely of the hope for eternal life
with God? How might the church effectively preach the message of salvation in Christ
today? In Jesus and Salvation, Robin Ryan adopts a historical approach to these
questions, discussing key themes and classic authors in the developing tradition about
Christ the Savior. He examines modern soteriology by engaging the thought of Karl
Rahner, Edward Schillebeeckx, Gustavo Gutiérrez, and Elizabeth Johnson. He also
discusses contemporary conceptions of salvation within an evolutionary view of the
cosmos as well as issues related to the Christian confession of Jesus as universal
savior in a religiously pluralistic world. Ryan concludes by offering his own reflections
on the meaning of salvation from God in Jesus Christ. By understanding salvation in
Christ as both gift and call, Ryan invites readers to recognize in the saving grace of
God a responsibility for the well-being of the human family and the rest of creation.
The Earth needs our attention—the best of our intellectual, ethical, and spiritual wisdom
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and action. In this collection, written in honor of Elizabeth A. Johnson, scholars from the
United States and around the world contribute their insights on how theology today can
and must turn to the world in new ways in light of contemporary science and our
ecological crisis. The essays in this collection advance theological visions for the
human task of healing our destructive relationship with the earth and envision hope for
our planet’s future. Contributors: Kevin Glauber Ahern Erin Lothes Biviano Lisa Sowle
Cahill Colleen Mary Carpenter David Cloutier Kathy Coffey Carol J. Dempsey, OP
Denis Edwards William French Ivone Gebara John F. Haught Mary Catherine Hilkert,
OP Sallie McFague Eric Daryl Meyer Richard W. Miller Jürgen Moltmann Jeannette
Rodriguez Michele Saracino
The damage human beings are doing to the atmosphere, the seas, the rivers, the land,
and the life- forms of the planet is extreme and deadly. It constitutes a crisis that
demands al of humanity's wisdom, ingenuity, and commitment. The whole human
community needs to be involved in the response to this crisis - young and old, women
and men, farmers, politicians, gardeners, teachers, planners, scientists, engineers,
artists, builders, cooks, and theologians. In Earth Revealing - Earth Healing, the authors
attempt to make clear the way in which Christian theology opens out into a theology of
Earth revealing and challenges us towards a practice of Earth healing. Earth Revealing
- Earth Healing offers a rethinking of theology as a significant part of the rethinking that
the human community must do in its stance toward creation. Aware that some
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theological attitudes have contributed to exploitative attitudes and to disregard for the
good of the planet, the contributors are also convinced that the biblical and theological
tradition has resources that can be retrieved and developed as an ecological theology.
Such a theology can contribute to the healing of our planet. The chapters of Earth
Revealing - Earth Healing stretch across a number of theological sub- disciplines and
related areas. Among the perspectives from the Christian theological tradition, there are
reflections on the theology of the Trinity, Christology, Christian anthropology, the
theology of the Holy Spirit, and contemporary feminist theology. There are also more
general philosophical and cultural perspectives, including discussions of place and of
landscape traditions. Finally there are practical perspectives, including discussions of
globalization, the challenge of suffering and bioethics. Essays and contributors are The
Landscape Tradition: A Broader Vision for Ecotheology," by Stephen Downs;
*Globalization and Ecology, - by Christine Burke, IBVM; *'For Your Immortal Spirit Is in
al Things': The Holy Spirit in Creation, - by Denis Edwards; *Enfleshing the Human: An
Earth-Revealing, Earth-Healing Christology, - by Duncan Reid; *God's Shattering
Otherness: The Trinity and Earth's Healing, - by Patricia Fox, RSM; *Embracing
Unloveliness: Exploring Theology from the Dung heap, - by Lorna Hallahan; *Up Close
and Personal: In the End, Matter Matters, - by Anthony Lowes; *The Relationship Quilt:
Feminism and the Healing of Nature, - by Lucy Larkin; *A Timely Reminder: Humanity
and Ecology in the Light of Christian Hope, - by Gregory Brett, CM; *Ecotheology as a
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Plea for Place, - by Phillip Tolliday; *Situating Humanity: Theological Anthropology in
the Context of the Ecological Crisis, - by James McEvoy; and *Bioethics, Ecology, and
Theology, - by Andrew Dutney. Denis Edwards is a senior lecturer in systematic
theology at Catholic Theological College and in the ecumenical consortium at the
Adelaide College of Divinity, Flinders University. He has written other books on
theology and is a priest of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Adelaide. "
The doctrine of creation has often been neglected in Christian theology. Distinguished
evangelical theologian Jonathan Wilson exposes what has been missing in current
theological discourse and offers an original, constructive work on this doctrine. The
book unites creation and redemption, showing the significance of God's work of
creation for understanding the good news of redemption in Jesus Christ. Wilson
develops a trinitarian account of the life of the world and sets forth how to live wisely,
hopefully, peaceably, joyfully, and generously in that world. He also shows how a
mature doctrine of creation can help the church think practically about contemporary
issues, including creation care, sexuality, technology, food and water, and more.
Astrotheology: Science and Theology Meet Extraterrestrial Life looks at both ends of
the telescope: the unfathomable reaches of cosmic space and the excited stirrings
within the human psyche. It takes a scientist to explain what we are looking at. It takes
a theologian to understand who is doing the looking. This book's scientific authors
update readers on astrobiology's search for extraterrestrial life. Theologians add to the
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science a theological analysis of the place of space in understanding God's creative
work, the prospects of sharing God's creation with extraterrestrial neighbors, and the
question of whether one or many incarnations are required for cosmic redemption.
Finally, these scholars lay the foundations for an ethic of space exploration. This book
introduces a comprehensive astrotheology with an accompanying astroethic.
In Does God Roll Dice? noted Jesuit scholar Joseph Bracken builds on his previous
work in an attempt to provide an adequate metaphysical structure with which to
understand the God-world relationship. The compatibility between faith and science
depends, Bracken has argued, on an adequate metaphysical conception of reality. In
this new book, he makes clear how a good understanding of the relationship between
the One (as a transcendent reality that serves as a necessary principle of order and
intelligibility) and the Many (as the concrete differences between people and things at
any given moment) makes a significant difference in dealing with controversial issues in
the field of theology and science, thereby easing tensions where they need not exist.

How can an event that has taken place in the past have an effect upon the
human experience of salvation in the present? In examining one of the essential
questions of the Christian faith, Paul S. Fiddes explores the limits as well as the
gains to be made in speaking about crucifixion as a historical event, and
considers the relationship of the crucifixion to the continuing process of God's
saving activity. He considers the relevance of a past act of atonement to such
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areas of practical experience as forgiveness, liberation, and suffering.
The theodicy of the remarkable Scottish Congregationalist theologian Peter
Taylor Forsyth has long been recognized as a vital and significant contribution to
twentieth-century theology. Up until now, however, there has not been a
substantial full-length treatment of Forsyth's work on the problem of evil. The
Theodicy of Peter Taylor Forsyth fills this lacuna by setting out, in a fairly
systematic and comprehensive manner, Forsyth's justification of God in the face
of evil. In so doing, it also illuminates several other related areas of his thought,
such as his epistemology and Christology, as well as his understanding of sin,
the atonement, providence, divine passibility, human origins, and the God-world
relationship. Bringing Forsyth's approach to the subject into conversation with
other prominent thinkers like Leibniz, Dostoyevsky, Camus, Moltmann, Hick,
Bauckham, and Fiddes, this book also suggests ways in which Forsyth's
justification of God contributes to the current state of Christian theodicy. It
highlights Forsyth's ability to integrate insights from different approaches, even
those that have hitherto generally been considered diametrically opposed
notions. Forsyth's theodicy therefore presents an integrative approach to the
topic, with every theme flowing from and returning to a clear center: the cross of
Christ. As the book also makes clear, Forsyth considers theodicy to be an
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immensely practical discipline, with significant implications for human life. In
every sense, therefore, it constitutes a "crucial" justification of the ways of God to
humanity.
Human beings have wondered about the stars since the dawn of the species.
Does life exist out there – intelligent life, even – or are we alone? The quest for
life in the universe touches on fundamental hopes and fears. It touches on the
essence of what it means to formulate a theory, grasp a concept, and have an
imagination. This book traces the history of the science of this area and the
development of new schools in philosophy. Its essays seek to establish the
history and philosophy of astrobiology as research fields in their own right by
addressing cognitive, linguistic, epistemological, ethical, cultural, societal, and
historical perspectives on astrobiology. The book is divided into three sections.
The first (Cognition) focuses on the human mind and what it contributes to the
search for life. It explores the emergence and evolution of terrestrial life and
cognition and the challenges humans face as they reach to the stars. The essays
raise philosophical questions, pose ethical dilemmas, and offer a variety of
approaches, including one from cognitive zoology, in formulating a theory of the
universal principles of intelligence, the limits of human conceptual abilities, and
the human mind’s encounter with the unknown. The second section
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(Communication) examines the linguistic and semiotic requirements for
interstellar communication. What is needed for successful communication? Are
there universal rules for success? What are the possible features – and
limitations – of exolanguages? What is required for recognizing a message as a
message? The third section (Culture) considers cultural and societal issues. It
explores astrobiology’s organization as a scientific discipline, its responsibilities
to the public sphere, and its theological implications. It reviews the historically
important panspermia hypothesis, along with the popularization of astrobiology
and its ongoing institutionalisation. Through addressing these questions, we take
our first steps in exploring the immense terra incognita of extraterrestrial life and
the human mind.
The problem of God's action in the world is at the heart of debates today on the
relationship between science and religion. By analysing the issue through the
lens of analytic philosophy, Marek Slomka reveals how philosophy can
successfully bridge science and theology to bring greater clarity to divine action.
This book identifies essential aspects from various branches of theism, starting
with traditional Thomistic approaches, through to their modified forms such as
Molinism and contemporary varieties such as free-will theism and probabilistic
theism. Analysing crucial elements of God's nature including omnipotence,
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omniscience, his relation to time and the tension between immanence and
transcendence, Slomka reveals the difficulties in proposing a single conception of
God through one theistic tradition. Instead of simplistically juxtaposing particular
theistic trends, he highlights the value of pluralistic insights that also draw on
important scientific theories, including Darwin's evolution, quantum mechanics
and cosmology. By taking a renewed stance on theism that takes into account
modern scientific knowledge, this book argues for a new presentation of the
problem of God's action in the world and justifies the need for further discussion
on contemporary manifestations of internal and external criticism of theism.
In The Holy Spirit as Communion, Leon Harris examines the pneumatologies of
Colin Gunton and Frank Macchia. For both theologians, the doctrine of the Holy
Spirit is foundational to understanding their doctrine of God, Christology, and
ecclesiology. Drawing on the theme of communion, The Holy Spirit as
Communion expresses the concept that the Holy Spirit is the person who
perfects the divine nature and personhood of the Father and Son. It is the Holy
Spirit who perfects the eternal communion within the divine Trinity, which is the
source of the divine action that also perfects the communion in creation as an
expression of the Father’s will through Jesus Christ. The Holy Spirit as
Communion explores the essentiality of the Holy Spirit through a unique
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approach to Spirit Christology: Gunton is represented by a radicalized version of
Chalcedon Christology, and Macchia formulates his account through the
overarching metaphor of “Spirit baptism.” Therefore, the doctrine of God,
Christology, ecclesiology, and eschatology cannot be construed without a proper
account of pneumatology that takes into consideration the eschatological
perfecting work of the third person of the Trinity—who perfects creation’s koinonia
as a gift from the Father through the grace of Jesus Christ.
For many centuries philosophers have been discussing the problem of evil - one
of the greatest problems of intellectual history. There are many facets to the
problem, and for students and scholars unfamiliar with the vast literature on the
subject, grasping the main issues can be a daunting task. This Companion
provides a stimulating introduction to the problem of evil. More than an
introduction to the subject, it is a state-of-the-art contribution to the field which
provides critical analyses of and creative insights on this longstanding problem.
Fresh themes in the book include evil and the meaning of life, beauty and evil,
evil and cosmic evolution, and anti-theodicy. Evil is discussed from the
perspectives of the major monotheistic religions, agnosticism, and atheism.
Written by leading scholars in clear and accessible prose, this book is an ideal
companion for undergraduate and graduate students, teachers, and scholars
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across the disciplines.
Catholic ecclesiology stands at the threshold of a new moment in the reception of
the Second Vatican Council. The election of Pope Francis—coinciding with the
fiftieth anniversary of the council—has inspired a fresh consideration of its
teaching in such diverse areas as ecumenism, inculturation, missiology, and
ministry. The chapters in this volume have their origin in a special symposium
that called together over forty of the leading Catholic scholars from throughout
North America in order to discuss the future of theological reflection on the
church. The nine essays in this volume guided that conversation and offer an
entry into some of the most pressing issues in ecclesiology today.
Numerous useful books on Old Testament theology are now available. However,
they often give too much information - or too little. Some can seem large, and
daunting to the ordinary student or pastor, and because of their layout,
information may be hard to access. Others take a more introductory approach
and do not deal with many of the theological issues and questions that the Old
Testament raises. Robin Routledge's aim is to bridge this gap. He provides a
substantial overview of the central issues and themes in Old Testament theology
in the main body of the text, with more detailed discussion and references for
further reading in the footnotes. His purpose is to examine the theological
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significance of the various texts in their wider canonical context, noting unity and
coherence within the Old Testament (and to some extent between the Old and
New Testaments), whilst also being aware of diversity. A brief outline of the
relationship between exegesis and biblical theology within the overall task of
interpreting and applying biblical material is given in the first chapter. His hope as
a Christian minister is that, while this volume has grown out of a teaching context,
and is intended for students, it will also be of benefit to others who want to take
the theological content of the Old Testament seriously, and to apply its message
to the life and ministry of the church today.
Denis Edwards was a theoloian concerned with the science and religion
discourse and eco-theology. He died in March 2019. This book is a collection of
his till now unpusblished talks and essays.
A fundamental requirement in an inclusivist understanding of the relationship
between Christianity and other religions is evidence of God's salvific activity
outside any knowledge of Christ. This is commonly identified in the religion of Old
Testament Israel. On this basis an analogy (the "Israel analogy") is drawn
between the religion of the old covenant and contemporary non-Christian
religions. Closely related is the parallel argument that as Christ has fulfilled the
Old covenant, he can also be seen as the fulfillment of other religious traditions
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and their scriptures. This study outlines the use of the Israel analogy and the
fulfillment model, subjecting these concepts to a biblical and theological critique
revealing that the exegetical and patristic data are misconstrued in support of
these concepts. Furthermore, the Israel analogy and the fulfillment model
undermine the sui generis relationship between the old and new covenants and
fail to respect the organic, progressive nature of salvation history. They also
misconstrue the old covenant and the nature of its fulfillment in the new
covenant. The Israel analogy and fulfillment model rely on a correspondence
between the chronologically premessianic (Israel) and the epistemologically
premessianic (other religions), and therefore consider the "BC condition" to
continue today. In so doing, they undermine the significance of the Christ-event
by failing to appreciate the decisive effect of this event on history and the nature
of existence. It marks a radical turn in salvation history, a crisis point, rendering
the BC period complete and fulfilled. Therefore the concept of a continuing
"premessianic" condition or state is seriously flawed, as are the Israel analogy
and fulfillment model. Thus the inclusivist paradigm reliant in large part on these
defective concepts is also problematic, and proponents of this paradigm need to
reconsider its basis.
Offers a substantial discussion of a central theme in Christian theology - that
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everything comes from and depends upon God.
Four outstanding McGrath books are here in one volume that gives a clear,
thoughtful, and highly readable introduction to the basic doctrines of the Christian
faith.
A superb, standard Christian theology text for nearly a quarter century, Daniel
Migliore's Faith Seeking Understanding explores all of the major Christian
doctrines in freshly contemporary ways. This third edition offers new FOR
FURTHER READING suggestions at the end of each chapter, a substantial
expansion of the glossary, and new material incorporated throughout, including a
section on Christians and Muslims. Further, the three imaginary theological
dialogues culminating the book -- pointedly playful exchanges that have delighted
countless readers -- are here joined by a fourth dialogue, between Karl Barth and
Friedrich Nietzsche, on atheism. All in all, a new generation of students, pastors,
and Christian educators, eager to better understand the rich heritage, central
themes, and contemporary challenges of Christian theology, will find both
guidance and stimulation in Migliore's updated work.
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